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Colour in Clay - Written by Daniel Skeffington		
	

	  
	
 Dean McRain. USA – a slab of colour and pattern detail 
 

 
Colour in Clay, is the topic for the fifth in the series featuring historical 
perspectives, a special focus on international makers – including specialists 
Chris Campbell and Dean McRaine, basic theory and science, further reading 
references and working recipes suitable for you to try.  
 
 

	 				 		 		 		 		 	
 
																																																								
1	Surface Therapy Issue 1,2,3 & 4 were originally published in an edited form by the Australian Ceramic Association 
under the tab ‘Clay Stuff’ on the Association’s website.  Go to - http://www.australianceramics.com/category/clay-
stuff/	

Clay as polyglot,  ‘In the ether’  intell igent aesthetic design, Al2O32SiO22H2O,  
a ‘wrecking bar’  is a ‘crowbar’ , Holy Grail , Giles is at it again,  

a thousand flowers,   status quo diaspora, love child. 
	



Forbears 
 
We ceramic makers are spoiled for choice. We have a kaleidoscope of options for all 
steps in our clay making and choosing the basic colour of the clay body we use is 
none less limiting. In fact, ‘kaleidoscope’ is not such a bad description because it not 
only describes the breath of colour options but indeed also the number of colour 
options we have! There seem to be three subcategories we can examine in this topic 
of coloured clay: 1. Clay in it’s natural colour skin – i.e. how it comes; 2. Clay as we 
buy it (or manufactured), or coloured by us with ‘natural’ colourants; and, 3. Clay 
coloured with ‘synthetic’ colours – anything that isn't the former. Choosing the clay 
and its colour has profound consequences for the outcome of our work, and 
combinations of choices multiply the results as well. That a clay’s colour chemistry 
can alter the performance of a glaze, change the appearance of a glaze or be used 
as a contrast to other surface elements, adds more to the making plan we have. We 
even have the option of just going with the clay we find and accepting its fired 
appearance as our final solution! 
 
“Do you know what the scientific description of clay is?” I have a clay friend who 
confronts shop assistants at hardware shops who treat her ‘like a moron’ because 
she calls a shovel a spade, well almost literally – rather, in her particular case she 
calls a ‘wrecking bar’ a ‘crowbar’, but more insidious, she feels she’s treated like an 
idiot because of her gender. She proceeds to ask the question “Do you know what 
the scientific description of clay is?” and then sprouts with a rapid-fire 
“Al2O32SiO22H2O”. Intending to demonstrate a fine mind, all-be-it a little eccentric, 
she says it soon shuts them up! (What a delicious idea to use clay science to combat 
sexism! P.S. I secretly suspect they might possibly rapidly withdraw from her 
immediate vicinity for fear of the situation getting completely out of hand when ‘GV’ 
– (not her real name more to protect myself than her), starts throwing her hands 
around, or turning into a revengeful towering transformer - lol).  
 
‘Al2O32SiO22H2O’ is clay at its most naked state and it’s white – well ‘off white’, 
particularly when fired. But the Ether sees fit to add stuff by way of depositing other 
minerals with it - alluvial mixing, chemical hookups, weathering down, temperature 
extremes and climate changes. These mechanisms and minerals mixing develop 
colour in clay so that the natural selection on offer is literally on the spectrum from 
white to black. It's like a Venn diagram of overlapping degrees of variations. 
 

 
 



On the spectrum 
 
Our ancient forbears simply took what was available to them and used it 
without alteration regardless of colour - this was their ‘found clay’. 
Marvelously their output became inter-dependent so that for each civilization 
the clay body, its colour and their forms seemed to have married seamlessly 
not by chance but by some ‘In the Ether’ intelligent aesthetic designer. The 
result seemed to intrinsically fit and compliment what was available, so that 
the finished product ‘reads’ as one! Consider the red/brown terracotta work 
of the ancient Greeks and Egyptians; the black wares ‘Barro Negro pottery’2 
of the Inca people's, the yellows, greens, purples and blues of Yixing3 clay of 
China or the white porcelains of France, or their Cambrian blue clay. So we 
see clay’s polyglot – speaking in many languages - is colour. 
 
Consider this: To what extent did the colour of the found clay affect and 
influence the design of the forms they made – a converse of the above point? 
(Another topic for another study.) 
 

 
 

John Dwight in the 1670s. Historical clay mash-up. 

 
 
 
																																																								
2 See BarroNegro Pottery, Wikipedia 
3 http://arts.cultural-china.com/en/44Arts7436.html	



Geology mash-up 
 
But in nature nothing is perfect, (wouldn't that be boring!....to be perfect). It's 
very rare to find pure clay that is pure clay. Rather, the processes that made 
clay, i.e. ‘geology’ – eons of time degrading pure molecules chemically, alluvial 
joining with other material like oxides, being subject to severe temperatures 
and pressures; have delivered to us a range of clays distinguishable by their 
variations, particularly in performance and importantly of this article - their 
colour.  
 
 
For descriptions of the geology and of how clays come about, go to:  

• http://pubs.usgs.gov/info/clays/ 
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clay 

 
Better still, Ivan McMeekin’s book ‘Notes for Australian Potters: Volume 1 
Raw Materials and Clay Bodies’ is considered an essential reference point in 
understanding the nature of clay.4 Rare copies occasionally present 
themselves on e-bay. Grab it when it does. 
 
Brave new horizons 
 
Colour in clay has a symbiotic relationship with the chemical makeup of the 
clay. Both determine, inform and depend on the other so that in combination 
‘Type A Clay’ and ‘Type 1 Glaze’ will deliver a particular outcome but not 
necessarily the same combination as ‘Type B Clay and ‘Type 1 Glaze’. The 
outcome of combinations is perhaps infinite. Consider then the work of 
Kathleen Standen in her volume, ‘Additions to clay bodies’5 – where additions 
like combustible materials, fibres and even metal will further expand the 
possibilities. Brave novel approaches to a centuries old material are 
explored. Check it out – her book might blow your mind or at least your pre-
conceived ideas. 
 
Should you wish to play with found clay it's instructive to know exactly its 

																																																								
4 Notes for Australian Potters: Volume 1 Raw Materials and Clay Bodies. Ivan McMeekin. Halstead Press, Sydney. 
1967 
5 Additions to clay bodies. The new ceramics. Kathleen Standen. The American Ceramic Society. Bloomsbury. 2013, 
2014. ISBN 9781408153949. Note this volume is available from the Australian Ceramics Association – Go to its 
website. 



makeup, both its constituents and in what proportions are relative to each 
other. This will give you a baseline where your knowledge and experimenting 
will bring about its change, like your desired working colour, to suit your 
making purposes. Most Materials and Chemical Labs will offer a service to 
analyse your sample. They will detail an itemised list of the ‘ingredients’ and 
from this starting point you can play. An example of one such reporting of a 
found clay (a secondary or transported clay), near my home is as follows: 
 

 
 

Author’s found clay with no alterations, thrown to test it’s fired 
strength Cone 10, Ox atmosphere. 

 
 
The main culprit causing colour variations in clay is Iron Oxide Fe2O3. It occurs 
in all non-white clays. It's typically red manifesting as shades of terracotta 
and then when combined with other elements it's colour is varied. In the 
above found clay example the analysis revealed only a minute amount of 
Fe2O3. Surprise, surprise there is little colour. (This is great news as it means 
it is an excellent base from which to work to adjust the clay, particularly its 
colour for my own individual making needs). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Below: Chemical analysis of the found clay fired above 



 

 



 



 
Bespoke it – case study 
 
 

                      
 
              Giles Keane, clay maker and chip off the old (clay) block. 

 
We can take a page out of nature’s book and change or enhance the 
appearance of the clay we have by adding colourants that have been proven 
by nature to do so. Giles Keane of Keane Ceramics6 is a ‘chip off the old (clay) 
block’ having learnt his clay-making skills from his dad, Roger who 
established Keane Ceramics in the late 1970’s. Giles is now the man 
responsible in the family business to develop new clay offerings of three 
main important characteristics: handling quality, firing and fired quality and 
colour. His days are often filled with testing routines to develop new Holy 
Grails - readymade for his maker customers. He takes charge of the glib and 
tiresome testing task for us. 
 
Clay body development is a whole separate sub-discipline in the complete 
endeavor of clay work. Most of us purchase what’s manufactured for us, so 
																																																								
6 http://keaneceramics.com.au 



we tend to disregard its genesis – or its genius, however Giles relishes the 
challenge – “It’s a process of science and ‘feel’ but ultimately comes down to 
customer demand. We need to strike the balance of developing a body that 
performs well in the making, the firing and fit, yet meets aesthetic 
requirements as well – texture, colour and functional utility. Our ultimate 
goal is to deliver a consistent quality – one that our customers can rely on, 
across our wide range of body alternatives. 
 
“We have to be responsive to trends best expressed as ‘customer demand’. 
But I am constrained in many particular aspects. First of all – and most 
critically, the best pure clay supply known in Australia near Gulgong has 
become uneconomic and will soon be unavailable, so it’s imperative to 
source a new ongoing and quality supply. Next is the trend to use mid-fire 
clays. This fashion seems to be driven to save maker costs and to reduce the 
work of the kilns, therefore prolonging their lives. And then there’s the 
current popularity of mid-fire glazes”. So these factors drive Giles. He’s driven 
so much that only five years ago Giles’ world was white, white, white. 
“Everybody wanted white, translucent and mid-fire, we could sell any colour, 
so long as it was white and so our White Raku which is our most popular 
white body needed a stable mate”. Moving forward it took him a year of trials 
and test firing to get it right but now ‘Lumina’, Keane’s premier hyper-white 
porcelain clay, and also in a slip formulation, is selling gangbusters. 
 
And yet despite this achievement, the fashion fickle ceramic community now 
wants a different colour – so Giles is at it again – making darker clays to add 
to the range. In the next while affordable clay will be chosen for its 
workability and plasticity, then tested for its response to the addition of 
plasticizers, bentonite and/or ball clay, this informs what and how much 
additive, such as potash and silica, are included and then tested to check 
vitrification, workability and friability. Only when these tests prove promising 
is a colorant added. “We don’t use Manganese Dioxide because of its toxicity 
and using manufactured stains is just too expensive, so oxides are my main 
tools. When we’ve had sufficient positive feedback from our key product 
advisor and trialist, Chris James7 and our other trialist maker-potters, a 
business case is developed and this informs our decision to offer it to our 
customers”. Giles is turning to the dark side - a prediction of things to come, 
“I’m working on a dark offer - watch this space! Darker clays are now in 
fashion. These will be deep brown to ‘rustic’ i.e. coarse and/or iron spotted.” 
																																																								
7 Mr Chris James, Head of Department of Ceramics , Northern Beaches. Brookvale TAFE. NSW. Aust. 



 
Making your own clay body is obviously a studied discipline all on its own, 
but it’s not impossible to the individual maker. Unless you are Ivan McMeekin 
who had a brain the size of a planet, you will need to learn about porosity, 
shrinkage, plasticity, green and fired hardness, translucency etc. etc. etc. to 
formulate your working clay. There are several texts that can be 
recommended should you want to make Giles redundant. Ha! - He wishes. 
 

• Clays and Glazes The Ceramic Review Book. Edited by Emmanuel 
Cooper8 

• Notes for Australian Potters: Volume 1 Raw Materials and Clay Bodies. 
Ivan McMeekin9  

• The Ceramic Bible. The complete guide to materials and techniques. 
Louisa Taylor10 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

																																																								
8 Clays and Glazes: Ceramic Review Book of Glaze Recipes. Edited by Emmanuel Cooper. 2001 Ceramic Review. U.K. 
ISBN 095047679X 
9 Notes for Australian Potters: Volume 1 Raw Materials and Clay Bodies. Ivan McMeekin. Halstead Press, Sydney. 
1967 
10 The Ceramic Bible. The complete guide to materials and techniques. Louisa Taylor. Chronicle Books, San Francisco 
ISBN 9781452101620	



If wanting to make your own coloured clay using oxides – here’s a starting 
guide to what makes what. (P.S. The result will depend on firing temp). 
 
To colour 100 parts (100 gms) of white clay: 
 
Colour aim Additive Additive amounts  

(Grams) 
Mid to Dark Grey Cobalt oxide 

Iron Oxide 
0.50 
3.00 

 
Mid-tone Greyish Cobalt oxide 

Nickel oxide 
0.25 
0.50 

 
Mid-tone chromium 
green 

Cobalt oxide 
Chrome oxide 

0.25 
0.50 

 
Mid tone to Light 
tone brown 

Cobalt oxide  
Iron oxide 

0.25 
1.00 

 
Light rich brown Copper Carbonate 1.00 
   
Mid to dark green-
blue 

Cobalt oxide 
Nickel oxide 

1.00 
1.00 

   
Mid Brown Chromium oxide 

Iron oxide 
0.50 
2.00 

   
Dark green-blue Copper carbonate 

Cobalt oxide 
3.00 
1.50 

   
Dark Brown Copper carbonate 

Iron oxide 
Chromium oxide 

2.00 
3.00 
1.00 

   
Mid chromium green Cobalt oxide 

Chromium oxide 
0.50 
1.00 

   
Dark chromium 
green 

Chromium oxide 
Cobalt oxide 

3.00 
1.00 

   
Very dark green Chromium oxide 

Copper carbonate 
3.00 
3.00 

   
Mid brown Iron oxide 

Chromium oxide 
2.00 
1.00 

(Variations will occur due to clay specifications 



Working with colour – lets do it ,  let's fall  in love 
 
The colour of clay can be used as the key surface feature of the vessel. 
Obviously the examples of historical brilliance as pictured above 
demonstrate this, while the following more contemporary examples continue 
this tradition of using non-contrived bodies as a final presentation. 
 
Now consider mixing it up – literally. ‘Agateware’11 is the first such I examine. 
It's mixing two or more clay colours imperfectly so that when thrown (or 
inlaid or hand-built or press molded called ‘laid agateware’), it will give the 
marbled, variegated appearance of agate stone. The Japanese have done it 
and called it ‘Neriage’ or ‘Nerikomi’12, Robin Hopper of Chosin Pottery13 in the 
U.S. does it, Lucie Rie in Britain did it and John Parker14 from New Zealand 
taking his inspiration from Rie has done it as well.  

           

 
John Parker, Agateware. Small Orb. Approx 15cm Diam,  
black glaze internal. 

 
Allan Peascod did it. First to be acknowledged to do it was the recognised 
Father of English pottery, John Dwight in the 1670s. His experiments yielded 
notes now considered pages of the clay codex - of our ceramic bible. Notably 
																																																								
11	https://thisdayinpotteryhistory.wordpress.com/category/pottery-types/agate-ware-pottery-types/	
12	http://ceramicartsdaily.org/pottery-making-techniques/wheel-throwing-techniques/you-say-neriage-i-say-nerikomino-
matter-what-you-call-it-mixing-colored-clays-makes-for-gorgeous-pottery-surfaces/	
13	http://www.chosinpottery.ca/pages/robinhopper.html	
14	http://www.johnparker.co.nz	



his cautions of mixing dissimilar clays relating to differences in shrinkage 
rates, firing temperatures, density, plasticity, elasticity and strength should 
be heeded.  
 
 

 
Stain-coloured porcelain slip 

 
 

   
 

‘Neriage’ or ‘Nerikomi’ 
 



         
 
Robin Hopper of Chosin Pottery 

                 
 
(l) Lucie Rie, UK. Agateware. (r) Australian, Georgina Saunders’ agateware at 
Ceramics Arts London 2016. 

 
 



 
 
Excellent ‘how to’ descriptions and videos of making Agateware are 
presented on the Internet by Ceramics Arts Monthly: Go to - Ceramics Arts 
Daily / How to make Agateware Vessels on the Pottery Wheel15; and, 
Ceramics Arts daily / How to Create Agateware Pottery Using Coloured Clays 
and a Plaster Press Mold16. 
 
 
 

Shaking up the status quo diaspora 
 

 
 

Floral Platter, Millefiori style. Chris Campbell, USA. 2013 
																																																								
15	http://ceramicartsdaily.org/pottery-making-techniques/wheel-throwing-techniques/how-to-make-agateware-vessels-on-
the-pottery-wheel/	
16	http://ceramicartsdaily.org/ceramic-supplies/pottery-clay/how-to-create-agateware-pottery-using-colored-clays-and-a-
plaster-press-mold/	



 
Moving beyond Agateware is a contemporary movement pushing the known 
boarders of clay colour mixing. One of these brave venturers is North 
American potter Chris Campbell17 who is a coloured porcelain magician. 
Chris has a 25-year history with coloured clay work. However, unsatisfied 
with the randomness of Agateware and seeking new challenges she started 
to explore ways of purposeful colour placement in throwing. She believed 
images and patterns could be better predicted as a result of changes to the 
making process. Most of Campbell’s artwork is hand built, however once a 
wheel thrower, always a wheel thrower.  She has recently returned to the 
wheel to discover ways of predicting her colour results. “I sliced and re-
assembled the clay, inserted patterns and checks and stripes in every 
direction I could think of. I quickly learned that I had to let the manipulated 
clay ball rest overnight so it would meld together properly. I also learned that 
I had to pre-center, (patting the clay ball on the wheel plate into a centered 
piece, without coning pulling up and down etc.), and throw very quickly and 
efficiently so as not to overwork the piece, which is not to blend the colours 
together. My early results indicate that I can predict what the colours will do - 
where they will go. Here, I have sinuous stripes across a white surface – this 
is the direction I'm heading.” 
 

  
Chris Campbell, USA 2016 – moving in a new direction - unglazed 
experiments 

  
 
 
																																																								
17	www.ccpottery.com	



Hitherto her ‘quick throw’ method, Chris has been a maker in the ‘Millefiori 
style’ where the construction of blocks, canes and rods of coloured clays 
have been the starting point of making prior to assembly into a form. I call 
her ‘Guru’ for her well-earned reputation of getting the clay colouring process 
down pat. “I use a fine porcelain and predominantly Mason stains18 For light 
colours I find I need to add 15-20% to get a vivid representation of that 
colour, while for darker colours I only need 6-8% to be added. The mixing 
method is simply a wedging technique which folds in the stain previously 
made into a creamy paste- powder mixed with water – see Chris’s 
website. Or, Chris uses a commercial kitchen mixer – whatever floats your 
boat. Chris’s website is particularly insightful in aspects of preparing a 
coloured clay with stains. She offers some otherwise saws: 
 

   
 

Making canes and then combining them to become slabs and slabs within slabs 
 

• Always fire test discs, individual colours and in combinations with plain 
white and your other colours. This will give you an opportunity to 
second-guess colour placement on your made pieces. Colours always 
fire darker than the raw clay. Even your bisque fired results are only 
about 50% as dark as it will be at higher temps. 

• Always test new batches of your made up clay 
• It’s a good idea to test fire one half of each trial disc with the clear 

glaze you prefer. A gloss, matt or semi-gloss will alter the mood of the 
final output. (See Surface Therapy #3 Glazes for Functional Ware). 

• You can keep your mixed clay wrapped in a damp cloth in sealed 
plastic bags for years – labeled and cross referenced to your notes. 

																																																								
18	Mason	stains	are	available	from	most	suppliers	in	Australia	or	on-line	from	US	Pigment	-	https://uspigment.com;		Keane	
Ceramics	stock	Chrysanthos	Ultra	Stains,	which	are	generally	cheaper	as	they	are	sourced	from	China:	
http://keaneceramics.com.au	



• Every clay body has ingredients that might react to a colourant, 
rendering the fired result unwanted – test. 

• Make notes and records – document 
• Maintain safe practice, avoid health issues. (Go to 

CeramicSweetSpot.com/Surface Therapy #3 – Glazes in Functional 
Ware, for a detailed discussion on health and safety issues).19 

 
Go to the Chris Campbell website: www.ccpottery.com. Better still; get to one 
of her workshops. 
 
  

																																																								
19 Surface Therapy #3 Glazes for Functional Ware. 



The luckiest man in the world – this is where 
Dean lives. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
(Why would anybody care about work? Dean McRaine’s inspiration.) 



 
Allow me to introduce you to the luckiest man in the world. Dean McRaine20 
of Light Wave Pottery, he lives and works with his partner, Malone, on the 
island of Kauai, one of the Hawaii Islands where if not in fact then in our 
imagination, the flowers, fish, birds, fruit, sunsets, rainbows and women are 
the most spectacularly beautiful and colourful in the world. (He paid me to 
say the women bit). So if you can't find inspiration here you might as well 
turn the lights off.  
  
In fact Dean near-to approximates this colourful paradise in his work and it is 
no wonder his oeuvre very much reflects his surroundings. There is a direct 
correlation of environment and output. Dean is essentially self-taught and 
his work is of a ‘Millefiori Technique’ (Italian for ‘a thousand flowers’). This 
technique has its roots in glass cane development used in the lamp work of 
decorative glass making – have you ever been to Venice and it's island of 
Murano if you have, you have an intimate understanding of what a ‘glass 
cane’ is! Or stay at home and do a Google Images search for ‘Millefiori Clay’ 
and you’ll get the picture. 
  
Why a ceramics practice of this kind? “What I like about coloured clay and 
what I think appeals to my customers is the visual complexity and colour 
palette that can be created with it. It's like visual food. It's difficult in ceramics 
to work with a full spectrum of colour like a painter. It's also difficult to create 
complex designs; so working in this modality opens the opportunities 
relating to these issues. My work has attracted a following on Kauai Island 
and also its visitors. I have a handful of collectors – very humbling” 
 

       
Dean McRaine. USA. 2016 

																																																								
20	http://www.lightwavepottery.com	



  
 

A spectacular composition. Dean McRaine. USA. 2016 
 
Millefiori Technique is used extensively by polymer clay makers - makers of 
jewelry, ornaments etc. and this is well highlighted with a plethora of ‘how to’ 
video tutorials on YouTube. 
(https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Millefiori+Technique+)            
So much so and so impressively clever that when I viewed just a few of them 
I immediately wanted to abandon my current practice and make very pretty 
coloured cane designs for the time I have left. Dean has appropriated many 
of these techniques and is akin and co-conspirator with Chris Campbell as 
above, colouring his porcelain with stains. Where Dean differs, he has 
developed a laminating technique. Read on McDuff. 



Trouble in paradise 

 
But it's not all roses and both Chris Campbell and Dean McRaine will admit to 
their passion sometimes being on the nose! The more complex and larger 
your work is the more prone it is to cracking. Some studios of similar work 
endure a loss of between 25 and 50%. This number is hard to accept and it 
does indicate the reason why it inhibits more potters keen to explore 
coloured clay. The problem is when you colour clay you change the chemistry 
of the body and hence the drying, shrinking and firing characteristics of that 
body. The more pieces of coloured clay to go into a design form, then the 
greater the range of percentages of colourant, the more likely you are to 
have cracking trouble. Several very effective ways to reduce this loss rate are 
very simple …  
1. SLOW DOWN TURBO - “Woo when I holler woo!”. Give your clay time to 
rest between making steps - dry very, very slowly, this means days not hours 
by controlling the environment it dries in;  
2. Fire very slowly, and do a controlled cooling at the end of your firing cycle. 
(These measures reduce shock and stress on the construction as it looses 
bulk from the body which is the H2O and the chemical encapsulated water 
and the completion of crystabolite’s expansion @ approx. 800C - respectively 
to drying and firing);  
3. If the form allows it – like it’s a bowl or plate, fire it in/on a pre-fired form 
that it fits into, (like a bowl within a bowl). This will support the vessel as it 
changes shape in the firing; and  
4. Try Dean’s laminating technique.  
 

Triumph @ 98% – Dean’s Laminating Technique 
 
For slab built pieces, Dean sandwiches two 2.0mms (1/8"), thick slabs of 
colored clay from a pre-prepared block of milliflori construction to both sides 
of a porcelain slab of the same dimensions, approximately 30cms x 30cms, 
(12"x12"). I use a thin, sieved coat of slip21 between these layers. 
With this sandwich he then rolls out the 3-ply sheet to a large slab, about 
60cms x 80cms x 4- 6mms (thick) (26'X30"X1/4"). The colored clay images are 
enlarged but they stay clear and sharp. The end result is of the colored clay 

																																																								
21 Dean’s laminating slip is simply a slurried down version of the Porcelain he is using in the sandwich. Of course it 
needs to be emphasized that the slip should be sieved to prevent even the smallest lumps. It should also be on the 
‘watery side’. 



layers that are very thin, are stabilized by the porcelain core. Dean can then 
form it in any way he needs without fear of cracking or warping. His success 
rate is around 98% and it allows him to make pieces as large as he wishes. 
Dean also uses this approach to make thrown forms. For these, he throws a 
perfect perpendicular cylinder and wraps a sheet of colored clay around it 
joined with a thin coating of slip as with the slab construction above.  
After the colored clay is well attached he finishes the throwing process and 
stretches or bellies the form out to a vase form at will.  
 

  
 

    
  Dean McRaine, cane making. 



               
 
 
 

   
 

Slab development 



                 
 

Constructions using Dean’s laminating technique. The inside rim shows the 
slices laminated together. 

 
 

Clay matchmaking  

 
One imagines what the love child of Campbell and McRaine would produce! 
Combining their experience in colour clay, their wisdom, their problem 
solving, their aesthetic, would one of their offspring be any less than a clay-
making van Gogh prodigy – sunflowers everywhere! Both Chris and Dean are 
regular contributors to the Facebook group page ‘Color/Colour in Clay’. 
Search on Facebook. 
 
But wait – I think the child is here! – take a look at Cory Brown’s work - 
http://www.cory-brown.com. Check out his ‘Current portfolio’ tab. These pots 
sing. Also check out his recent turn on Ceramics Arts daily - 
http://ceramicartsdaily.org/ceramics-monthly/article/movement-and-flow/ 
  
 Life is sweet and clear as mud! 
 



    
 
The work of Cory Brown. USA. Sweet! 
 
 
 
 

Do you want more? 
  
  
‘Coloured Clay’ is the fifth topic in this planned on-going series. Next is 
‘Majolica’. We are keen to know what you want. Please contribute to feedback 
on this series. Tell us what you want more of and less of:  
 
Go to - CeramicSweetSpot.com/feedback.  
 
Thank you		
		
	
 


